Remember Mountainside Golf Course has a natural slope that will cause your ball to move down the
slope east to west throughout your round - on all shots including on the putting greens.

1. The opening tee shot rewards a ball that ends up on the right side of
the fairway. Long hitters have a chance to reach the green in 2 shots, but all
pplayers should be wise with club selection to this larger two-tiered green.
2. Demanding hole requires accuracy and distance to ensure best access to
the green from the right side of the fairway. The approach shot needs to avoid
the large front right bunker to land on this lengthy two-tiered green.
3. Short but deceiving par 3 requires a forced carry over the pond in front.
Make sure to take enough club, especially if the prevailing south wind is blowing as you do
not want to come up short to this left to right sloping green.
4. The affectionately dubbed “FairMonster” is the longest and
hardest hole on the course. Aim down the left side on each shot as the
fairway slopes significantly from left to right. On approach be aware of
the pin location on another 2-tiered green to get the best result.
5. One of the best views on the course, check out Columbia Lake to the south. Focus on the

shot at hand though as it requires a tee shot aimed right of the pin to account for the
severely sloped green, where the real challenge on this hole lies, putting.

6. Two accurately placed shots are important on this long par 4. Your tee shot
should favor the right side as everything slopes left. On your approach, aim
right as the ball often bounces up onto the green. Note the location of the group in
front as you may not be able to see them on the green from the fairway.
7. The shortest par 4 on the course requires a lay-up tee shot to the centre
of the fairway near the 100 yard marker. The short approach in from there
is relatively easy as long as you avoid the big front right bunker.
8. Once again the sloping fairway will kick the ball from right to left on this
slight dogleg right. The approach is the most challenging part as the elevated
green is one of the smallest on the course and makes for difficult putting.
9. A fun tee shot that directs you back towards the clubhouse features
the prevalent right to left slope. The wide green makes for a number of
interesting pin placements especially with bunkers behind and on both sides.

LOCAL RULES

Rules of RCGA govern all play except where
modified by local rules.
• Please read all the rules and follow the
etiquette of golf
• Please replace divots, rake sand traps, and
repair ball marks on greens.
• Out of bounds defined by fences and white
stakes. Please use the OB/Lost ball local rule
and drop in the fairway.
• Free drop – no nearer to hole from all cart
paths, maintenance roads, wooden fences,
course signs, water fountains, containers,
flower beds, and protective netting.
• Golf carts must remain well away from
greens and tees (min. 30 ft). Drivers must
obey all signs. Carts must not be driven in
treed areas.
• Please respect private property.
• Dress Code in effect.
Note: Please keep the Pace of Play within the
course designated time and cooperate
with the Player Assistant at all times.
Scan to Explore FHS Golf
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10. A short par 5 that rewards accuracy off the tee, the first hole
on the back 9 can be easy if you can keep it out of the trees. The approach
to the elevated green is a challenge especially if you miss the green.

17 18 IN TOT HCP NET
386 395 3190 6568
370 375 3019 6219
316 310 2535 5208

11. One of the toughest holes on the course requires an accurate and long
tee shot favouring the left side of the fairway to avoid the out of bounds
to the right. You can actually see Columbia Lake from the middle of this
fairway as you hit your downhill approach to this long green.

12. The signature hole, this serene par 3 has a gorgeous crystal clear
pond and a fairly large easy green. The toughest part of this hole is making sure you maintain
your focus in the beautiful surroundings and carry the water and the sand trap on the left.
13. Another short par 5 gives you an opportunity to swing hard for the longest drive of the day
as you aim for the downhill fairway. The farther you hit the less trouble your ball can find,
but be wary of the wide sloping green as putting is difficult on this hole.
Note the location of the group in front as you may not be able to see
them from the tee box.
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14. This steep uphill fairway plays longer than it looks. A tee shot aimed down
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the right centre of the fairway will help you avoid the fairway bunkers on the left.
Take at least one more club on your approach to this elevated green.

15. A short but challenging hole featuring a very narrow fairway and a hidden
green. The elevated tee shot should be aimed at the right side of the fairway, as
errant shots to the right will frequently bounce down the steep right slope. The left slope
is not as forgiving and the approach to the green from the left is very difficult.
The challenge doesnʼt end once on the green, as it can be tricky to read the break just right.
Be sure the group in front has cleared the green before your approach.
16. This fun par 3 that features the infamous Fairmont Creek, has seen a few changes since the mudslide
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17. This medium length dogleg right par 4 features yet another sloping fairway that requires a

tee shot down the right side of the fairway. The approach to the green is difficult
to judge when you are hitting off a side hill lie. Just make sure you have
enough club because coming up short makes for a very challenging chip.
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18. The most elevated tee shot on the course has a beautiful view back to
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of 2012. The now rock-lined creek makes for a beautiful view but be sure to take enough club on this short
hole. If you are going to miss, best to hit it a little right as the slope will kick the ball onto the green.

the clubhouse. Choose your club wisely as the ponds to the left are very
much in play for the longer hitters. Aim for the middle of the slightly
elevated green on your approach for best results. We hope your round at
Mountainside has been both enjoyable and memorable!

